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CHINA RECOVERY FROM CORONAVIRUS REMAINS LIMITED WHILE PROTESTS IN CANADA IMPACT RAIL SERVICE 
 

• Most workers throughout China should be back to work by February 24th, after getting clearance from the local Virus Control 

Units. Many companies are still having some staff work from home as a precaution and others are citing to be fully operational 

by March 2nd. It is hopeful that factories will be properly staffed at this point as well to better learn future production 

capabilities 

• Truck operations continue to progress very slowly and the severe truck shortage continues to plague the improvements of 

cargo flow throughout China. This will be the primary obstacle for weeks to come. Local trucking appears to be improving 

within the inner-city models, but there are still restrictions on truckers moving between different cities and provinces, where 

there are still suspensions or additional days added for quarantine, before delivery can be made. There are still many road 

closures into some cities to contend with. 

• Ocean Freight will continue to suffer while trucking shortages remain a concern, leaving little cargo for the carriers to collect 

and move outbound. Void sailings are being implemented in the coming weeks to manage this as those vessels that maintained 

their vessel schedules have left the mainland only 10% or less full. An Alphaliner survey reported that carriers have withdrawn 

over 1.6 million TEU of capacity from China since the Chinese New Year holiday. 680,00 TEU of that capacity was specific to the 

Transpacific Eastbound strings from China ports to the U.S. West and East coasts, while an even higher amount impacted China 

to Europe service. Furthermore, containers that are inbound to China has been significantly disrupted. Aside from urgent 

supplies and aid needed in China, due to the coronavirus, parts needed for continued production are unable to get to the 

factories and raising global concerns of delays in goods. Steamship lines have been left with facing congestion at the ports as 

the inability to onforward the containers have created high density in the yards. The impact is most crucial to reefer containers 

that require reefer plug in points to maintain temperature control. There is now a major shortage of the plug-in points and 

creating a congestion scenario of this equipment at several major ports in China. Containers are sitting with food that has now 

rotted. Some carriers are citing no other choice but to offload reefer cargo in other ports, citing force majeure. Surcharges of 

over $1000 per reefer container have been implemented to cover additional costs, created by this issue and will continue to be 

complex in many China ports until the truck shortage is alleviated and there are more container drayage providers that can pull 

the cargo out of the terminals for delivery. 

•  Airfreight is also limited as more than 40 airlines servicing China have reduced capacity and cancelled passenger flights, critical 

to frequency and utilization of lower deck space. The return of All Cargo aircraft (freighters) remains at cautious levels, with 

many airlines waiting for improvement of production and signs that factories are back in operation before increasing capacity. 

They are closely monitoring the trucker shortage as well. At the moment, many of the airline warehouses are at full capacity 

from inbound cargo that is creating congestion that will continue to mount until more truck service is available. 

• Rail service across Canada has been impacted by two weeks of anti-pipeline protests. Successful blockades have impacted main 

entrances to ports, truck access to terminals and shut down railway operations for both freight and passenger lines. Injunctions 

have been successful to break up smaller protests, but as the support spreads from Northwest British Columbia to other 

regions across Canada, including Ontario, the delays are expected to continue and impact rail line service from East Canada 

ports as well. The Canadian National (CN) Rail has been significantly impacted across its network as a result prompting 

suspension and cancellations across the country. We are now receiving advisories from many steamship lines warning of 

increased delays and congestion at both coasts of Canada. Vancouver has been hit the hardest and is left with major 

congestion and backlog that will take weeks to improve upon. Rail lines from Prince Rupert have just reopened, but expects 

residual delays. The ports of Halifax and Montreal are now experiencing mounting congestion and carriers have started to warn 

that they are looking at rerouting vessels destined to these important gateway ports and discharge the containers in U.S. ports 

like New York or Baltimore. ACL (Atlantic Container Line) is the first carrier to take action and officially announced they will 

discharge containers destined for Halifax in the U.S. The Canadian government continues to try and negotiate with the 

protestors in order to resolve peacefully, unfortunately, efforts to do so since last weekend have not been successful as this 

now enters a third week of protests and likelihood of continued blockades.   
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